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Whoever said, "The future is not. what it used to be" must, have

been in the electrical utility planning business.

The steadily growing demand for electricity, readily

predictable into the future, seems to have levelled off over

the last few years.

We are left with a host of uncertainties that make

planning for the future a real challenge or a nightmare,

depending on your outlook on liie.

Nightmare or challenge, it is shared by the nuclear

industry in Canada and around the world — since it was this

industry that expected to fill the need for much of the

projected growth. In Ontario, about one third, of our

electricity is generated from nuclear fuels — that represents

about 10% of all the electricity generated in Canada. With

such an excellent start we should be looking forward with

confidence to the future. But the many uncertainties facing

utilities make planning for capacity additions — of any kind

— a very difficult problem.

And so today, while my background is all nuclear, I will

try to present a system planning perspective on how at least

one utility is viewing the future, and where nuclear power fits

into that future.

If I were standing here in front of you a dozen years ago,

I would point to history — a steady 7 per cent annual load

growth for 50 years. What was lost one year was made up in the

next few. And I would tell you, with confidence, of our plans

to build nine multi-unit nuclear stations, dotted around the

province of Ontario. The certainty of steady high load growth

provided a perfect framework for the rapid development of

nuclear-electric generation technology. In fact, it appeared

that we could not reasonably meet our forecast demands with

600—megawatt units so we were designing 750s — and even

thinking about 1250s.
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The past dozen years, however, have been a period of

massive readjustment, not just for the utility industry, but

also for our customers, particularly the mainline industries of

North America. The shifts in energy price and supply,

particularly oil; the shifting pattern of energy demand; the

conservation ethic; the financing problems of capital projects;

the introduction of lengthy approval processes; the emergence

of acid rain as a primary environmental concern; and the

effects of two major recessions have made utility planning for

the next 20 years a formidable process. If one subscribes to

the views set out so clearly in John Naisbitt's bestseller

"Megatrends", this readjustment may be permanent. We should

not count on a return to the pre-*80s growth rates.

Let me illustrate the "planning dilemma" with a few slides

drawn from Ontario Hydro's experience.

Historic demand (Figure 1) was following a pretty steady

7.2 per cent growth pattern for several decades. And Hydro's

ability to meet that demand (Figure 2) until the early '70s

was, with a few tight periods, adequate. Our projected demand

from 1972 to this year (Figure 3) was based on the 7 per cent

plus growth ws had experienced in the past, and we planned new

capacity additions (Figure 4[ based on that level of growth.

However, growth in demand fell short (Figure 5) of our

projections during the past dozen years. In light of this

rupture in the historic pattern of growth, we have to

acknowledge the uncertainties we face in the future. Do we

plan (Figure 6) for moderately high growth, moderately low

growth, or something in between? And how well will our

existing and committed program (Figure 7) meet future growth?

Suppose we now agree that we should plan for something

less than 7 per cent, how shall we deal with the other

uncertainties?



Regarding any option, a utility planner, and his board of

directors, would want to know: 1) when it will be delivered;

2) what it will cost when it is delivered; 3) what it will

cost to operate; 4) how long it will last as an economic

energy producer; and 5) how will all of these be

affected if I change ray mind next year, or the year after, or

the year after that?

Let's take a closer look at each question.

When will it be delivered? There was a time when a

utility could plan with some confidence that a new facility

would be available in three, four, or five years from the time

of commitment, depending only on their ability to manage the

project and obtain delivery of equipment. Today, we estimate

that it might take 14 years to get a new nuclear plant in place

— eight years for the engineering and approval process and six

years for construction. With the demand uncertainty 14 years

out, it is hardly surprising that utilities are looking at

other options.

By no means are these regulatory and scheduling

uncertainties limited to nuclear plants. We would certainly

expect some tough opposition in Ontario if we proposed another

coal—fired plant, in light of the serious concern over acid

rain. For that matter, even the construction of a large

hydro-electric plant would involve a detailed environmental

assessment and a public hearing process.

In case you think that 14 years is an unrealistic estimate

let me tell you about our efforts to get a transmission line to

deliver energy from the Bruce Nuclear Power Development. The

need to build an additional transmission line out of the Bruce

Nuclear Power Development to deliver power to southwestern

Ontario was recognized as early as the mid-'70s. And Hydro

began to conduct more detailed studies at that time. With the

building of the second four-unit station at Bruce, transmission

facilities would be required to ensure that power was not

locked up at the site.
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After extensive and prolonged review by the Royal

Commission on Electric Power Planning and the Ontario Ministry

of Energy* Hydro got the go-ahead in 1981 to begin the process

of route and site selection, public hearings and, finally,

construction. Optimally, the line was to be in service by

1988, even though it would be needed by 1984.

But after two years of public hearings, the process itself

has been challenged in the courts and we are currently marking

time waiting for a decision. It's clear how difficult utility

planning becomes in light of such long approval processes and

the uncertainties that go with them.

We have never been through such a process with a

generating station so When it comes to adding new capacity in

the future, we will be looking at the advantages of trying to

get an approval "on the shelf against the disadvantage of

entering such a process with a weak definition of when and if a

new plant is actually needed. Proving the need is the first

and crucial step in our current process.

What will it cost when it is delivered? This question is

very much tied up with the question of schedule. In fact, many

of the horror stories coming from south of the border start

with inability to control schedules and end with the inability

to pay escalating costs and interest on borrowed money.

But even assuming that costs can be controlled in real or

constant dollar terms, and that schedules are controllable in

the period when major commitments are made, who would like to

guarantee what interest rates in 1992 to 1998 will be? For the

Darlington Generating station interest during construction

represents approximately 45 per cent of the capital cost. For

Bruce B it is 39 per cent.

What will it cost to operate? We all know — some of us

too well — what happened to energy costs from oil-fired

stations as a result of the oil price shocks of the '70s.

Nuclear stations have always claimed immunity to this kind of

fuel price change because of the relatively low fuelling cost.
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But we have been reminded, by the need to retube two Pickering

reactors, that our long term energy economics depend very much

on obtaining high performance over the full lifetime of our

plants, without prohibitive maintenance or rehabilitation

costs.

How long will it last as an economic energy producer?

With plants like our oil—fired Lennox generating station,

mothballed due to economic obsolescence, it is no wonder that

utility executives are wary about economics based on long

lifetime depreciation procedures. Apart from any problems of

breakdown or wearout there are other factors that may limit

their useful lifetime. The acid gas emission concern may well

shut down many coal-burning facilities before their allotted

time. Or the necessity to add costly emission control

equipment will affect their ability to continue producing

economic power.

The question "What if I change my mind?" only emphasizes

the unsatisfactory state of information to answer other

questions. With so much uncertainty, what options can we keep

open against the unexpected event or the unforeseen change in

demand? How can we maintain flexibility and yet move forward

with a rational and affordable plan? In the end, flexibility

may be more important than long run economics.

For instance, building a single 600-MW or 850-MW unit may

have a higher cost per installed kilowatt than ordering four at

once but it won't carry the greater economic risk. Should

demand be higher than the addition of single units would meet,

utilities can then consider a number of tactical options —

buying power from neighbouring utilities, developing more

active load management or conservation methods, refurbishing

older plants scheduled to go out of service; buying small,

short delivery generating facilities like combustion-turbine

units, and so on.
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But of paramount importance to this conference — how does

Candu fit into this jig-saw puzzle? We've done some studies

recently that focus on the nuclear option and I'd like to

mention three of them.

Ontario Hydro, like many other utilities, currently has

some surplus capacity. This has focussed a lot of attention on

whether we should continue building all or part of the

four-unit Darlington nuclear station.

Recently we again considered the options of completing the

station, building only the first two units at this time, or

cancelling the project altogether. For 50 per cent of the cost

of completion we could cancel; for 80 per cent of the cost of a

complete plant we could stop at two units. We evaluated those

options against a relatively narrow range of average annual

load growth scenarios, from approximately 1 per cent per annum

to about 3 per cent over the next 15 years. For all but the

lowest growth rate, we would need to immediately consider

replacement capacity if we cancelled. And a 3 per cent growth

rate would leave us short by the mid '90s before we could find

a replacement.

Second, economic analyses continues to show nuclear

generation to be the preferred option for the large blocks of

base load capacity. The reasons for going nuclear in Ontario

have not changed — with our hydraulic resources largely

developed and without indigenous fossil fuel, uranium provides

an economic and secure supply which is not available from other

sources.

Finally, we have looked at the benefits the customers of

Ontario Hydro receive from the use of nuclear power in our

system. Over the last 12 years, nuclear generation has cost us

almost $2 billion (1983$) less than the equivalent coal-fired

generation, including capital, operating and fuel costs.
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By 1996, our existing and committed capacity will have given us

an accumulated benefit of about $10 billion (1983$). Without

adding more units beyond Darlington we will reap an annual

saving of about $1 billion per year from 1996 until the units

are retired.

With information like this at hand, there can be little

doubt about the desirability of nuclear generation, at least in

Ontario's system.

But the problems for planners do not arise from questions

about which is the best method of generating large blocks of

energy; rather the problems arise from uncertainties about

need, about approval schedules and, indeed, about the

desirability of managing without major capital commitments in

these very uncertain years. And so we have addressed ourselves

to both sides of the supply-demand equation.

The supply options include nuclear, coal, hydraulic,

oil-fired combustion turbines, rehabilitations of existing coal

plants, and purchases. Each option has its own advantages and

limitations.

The demand options include conservation to reduce demand,

load management to shift the demand to off-peak hours, and

support of supplemental generation by our customers.

As you might expect, these options are important but have

limited potential to offset significant growth. On the other

hand, in a low growth period they can defer decisions to commit

expensive plant — normally a very desirable tactic for a

utility.

What about the nuclear industry? Are there some things we

should be doing? I think there are.

Whenever we get the chance, we need to remind our

associates that the Candu option still offers huge savings in

the safe and reliable supply of electricity, both in Canada and

around the world.
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We need to make the case with governments, regulators, and

the public that approval processes which require years of

effort with no certainty of completion are incompatible with

effective utility planning in changing circumstances.

We need to do everything we can to shorten the time that

large investments are not returning benefits — basically this

means keeping the construction schedule as short as possible.

And we need to explore any and all opportunities to increase

planning flexibility.

We need to look carefully at what has made our Canadian

program so successful to date, and pursue strategies that keep

the key elements of the industry intact during periods of low

activity.

It may be wise for us to remember that change is neither

good nor bad but inevitable. And the uncertainties facing

utilities in the future, along with the impact they have on the

nuclear field, can be viewed as either problems or challenges.

I recently read an essay by New York Times columnist Flora

Lewis in which she explores the uncertainties the future

holds. She writes: "I, too, would like the solace of

certainty...But I do see that is a fallacy, a demand beyond our

reach. I see that we must live with our uncertainty, with our

quantum mechanics, which tells us much more about the world but

tells us nothing except not to be too sure. And I see that we

should be glad of this and rejoice in the questions we can't

answer because they offer a lively future."
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